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 Key Features Manage the opening from the very first to the very last move, according to chess engine or FIDE rules. Manual
execution of each opening, with many help tips. Two different versions: the new line of the Turk Chess and the FIDE rules. The

18 selected openings are organized and explained step by step, with the help of a table of main variations and chess engines’
evaluations. You'll get a comprehensive and easy-to-use manual for a fundamental opening. You'll receive the course as a virtual

book in PDF, which allows you to print it, save it and read it on any computer and mobile device. You'll also receive a video
tutorial which shows the opening. Start playing right away, with the help of chess engines! We have a special system to evaluate

the opening books which helps you find the one best suited to your level. The first level of our system is the "Turk Chess"
system. It calculates and compares the moves of two different versions of the opening to choose the most likely one according to
the engine. The second level is the "FIDE" system. It evaluates the opening and ranks it according to your level. Note: You don't
need a Turk to use our courses. All versions are available on iOS and Android tablets or phones. The Turk Chess-FIDE Opening

System is a very practical, helpful, and effective opening book. Let's explore how to use it: If you have never used an opening
book before, or if you are a beginner, then the first level is ideal for you. The Turk Chess-FIDE Opening System is ideal for the
casual player who wants to develop a solid understanding of the opening, and who wants to get the most out of his opening book.

The Turk Chess-FIDE Opening System is for the lower intermediate level. The Turk Chess-FIDE Opening System is for the
higher intermediate level. We offer the Turkish Chess version because it is one of the most used and popular openings, and it is
the one most popular among our customers. It is useful for beginners because it offers the best choices for the very first opening

moves. It is also a good choice for higher intermediate players, who will appreciate the detailed analysis and the different
variations provided. The Turkish Chess version of the Opening System is compatible with 82157476af
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